THE PURPOSE OF LIFE IS TO
LIVE IT, TO TASTE EXPERIENCE
TO THE UTMOST, TO
REACH OUT EAGERLY AND
WITHOUT FEAR FOR NEWER
AND RICHER EXPERIENCE.
— ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

WHAT’S NEXT
Lifestyle and behavioral data have long been the foundation of our design
efforts. To effectively reach people – to become memorable to them – you
have to give them something that resonates on a deeper, emotional level.
You have to understand them beyond the point of the purchase – what do they value
right now? How are they living in this moment? What do they need and want? What
are they afraid of? What motivates them? What are their hopes for the future?
Over the last few years, the answer to those questions changed
radically in some ways. In others, those previously held values have
been reinforced and brought to the top of our priorities list.
According to Global Wellness Institute, “The built environment’s importance
in promoting our health and wellness could not be more important – where
and how we live has a huge effect on all dimensions of our wellness.” *
As interior design continues to evolve, we will continue to design around
“the why” behind “the what,” with wellness taking center stage.

*Source: Global Wellness Institute, 2018 Build Well to Live Well:
Wellness Lifestyle Real Estate & Communities

LI FEST Y LE

HEALTH IS THE NEW WEALTH

The convergence of wellness in the design world will
continue to be at the top of everyone’s minds in ’22. With
90% of our time spent indoors (and more due to the
international pandemic), there will be a seismic shift in
the awareness of our health in our living environments.
We will design with wellness in mind and demand that
our industry produce with our longevity in mind.

HAR M O NY

IT’S BETTER WITH BAUHAUS

Clean aesthetic, simple lines, and minimalist looks will
continue as consumers are drawn to environments that
provide breathability, space, a soft palette, natural light,
and materials infusing nature into our indoor life.

B EI NG

RETRO REWIND

Mix vintage with something new and modern. In 2021, supply and
demand taught us the importance of sustainability. As designers, we
can be imaginative by mixing what we currently have (even better if
it’s 70 years old) with new product to create the perfect space.

E XI ST ENT I AL

LONG AND WINDING ROAD

Sinuous, soft-shaped edges and silhouettes in furnishings
will continue with curved sofas, sectionals, chairs, tables, and
accessories. This is a beautiful approach to selecting furniture
with a modern and feminine touch. No more sharp edges, instead
we bring show-stopping curved furniture, décor, and spaces.

CO LOR

HERE COMES THE SUNSET

Hues of orange, rust red, and jeweled amber are aglow again as we
turn to nature’s palette for inspiration. Lively and retro color tones
reimagine the feel of the ‘70s in a most positive way.

PER SONAL

CALIFORNIA BLONDE

Exemplified by the bleached look on wood, the California cool look utilizes
wide plank floors, white and neutral tones, and tactile textures to evoke
the relaxed boho feel. Organic materials and vintage-inspired elements
create an inviting and modern sensibility with simple and clean features.

ELEM ENT

TASTEFUL GEOMETRY

Boldly visible or hidden in plain sight, tasteful geometry can be found
in all aspects of our life. We are always in the presence of beautiful
architecture, both built by humans and created by nature.

PORTFOLIO OF BRANDS
Our world has changed, and we have too. After 21 years, our organization has reinvented
it’s mission to reflect a new ethos that benefits and supports our partners and community
for many generations to come. One that includes a new promise of bringing together highstyle with a focus on our well-being. We want to leave this world better than we found it by
designing homes, communities, and products that create a better, more intentional quality of
life. With one voice, and one singular vision of designing better today and for the future.
Design for a Better Tomorrow
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STRENGTH IN STORYTELLING
I consider myself blessed that my job requires
me to be a creative storyteller. Whether I’m
presenting ideas with our clients in the studio,
sharing the story of a product design or project
in front of the camera, or being interviewed by
media professionals – I love what I do!
Sharing my “Why” behind the creative process
feeds my soul. But, what’s even better is that
I get to work alongside other talented and
creative individuals who challenge me, support
me and, best of all, make me laugh.
Find our story through our many partnerships
and follow @bodeandwell.

WE’RE READY TO CONNECT & COLLABORATE
Bode & Well by Angela Harris has developed a wide range of successful partnerships, many of
which have been picked up by major retailers like HomeDepot and Wayfair. Recent collaborations
include several furniture lines with Phillips Collection, tile collections with TileBar, and fabrics with
Wildcat Territory and Premier Prints. Angela is currently accepting new partnership requests and
excited to share more of her creativity, knowledge, and design expertise with additional partners.

For manufacturers or brands interested in partnership opportunities, we welcome
the chance to speak with you about the benefits of collaborating together.

DESIGN F OR A BE TTE R TOMOR R OW
BODEANDWELL.COM

